REMOVE ALL SHARP EDGES, BURS, PAINTED PRIMER, RUST, OILS & DIRT.

APPLY SOPREMA ALSAN RS BOND/WEARING COAT WITH ACCEPTABLE MINERAL AGGREGATE SURFACING BARRIER FULL EXTENT OF CEMENTITIOUS OVERBURDEN + 6” BEYOND IN ALL DIRECTIONS (TYP.)

CONCRETE OR MASONRY WALL IN SOUND STRUCTURAL CONDITION

CERAMIC TILE OVER MORTAR SETTING BED (BY OTHERS)

PREPARE, LEVEL & PATCH SUBSTRATE W/ ALSAN RS PASTE OR ACCEPTABLE PATCHING MORTAR PRIOR TO APPLICATION OF SOPREMA ALSAN RS PRIMER & MEMBRANE (TYP.)

(1) PLY SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE FLASHING EXTEND 4” MIN. HORIZONTALLY ONTO PREPARED & PRIMED SUBSTRATE.

ASSURE FULL SATURATION OF FLEECE & CONTACT W/SUBSTRATE.

SOPREMA ALSAN RS FIELD MEMBRANE

ACCEPTABLE DRAIN COURSE (BY SOPREMA)

4” (10cm) MIN.

NOTES:
1. DETAIL TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH SOPREMA GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, APPLICATION METHODS AND APPROVED DETAILS.
2. METAL SURFACES MUST BE CLEANED AND ABRATED TO COMPLETELY REMOVE ALL COATINGS, DIRT AND DEBRIS. AFTER GRINDING, WIPE ABRADED METAL WITH SOPREMA ALSAN RS CLEANER AND ALLOW TO FLASH OFF BEFORE APPLYING SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE.
3. APPLY TOPCOAT OF SOPREMA ALSAN RS OVER MEMBRANE & BROADCAST TO REFUSAL WITH KILN-DRYED QUARTZ SILICA @ AREAS WHERE NEW MORTAR WILL CONTACT SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE.